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Soke Teaching Kubotan in Italy—New Record Size Class !—February 2017

SOKE IN ITALY

“In January of this year, I had the pleasure of accompanying Soke Kubota and participating in a 3-day seminar sponsored by the Wellington
On February 10th, Soke Kubota and Kyoshis Bratakos and Kuratomi
Region Karate Academy (WRKA) in Wellington, New Zealand. The
travelled to Molinella, Italy to teach seminars on Kubotan, Kubojitsu,
seminar and trip was nothing short of amazing. During our visit, we
and karate waza. In attendance were groups from IKA Poland, Belarus,
had the opportunity to visit both of Sensei Scott MacKenzie's dojos
Italy, and our newest member from Greece. The Kubotan class was the
(Wainui dojo and Lower Hutt dojo), and had the great pleasure of
largest yet with over 150 students that included a large Krav Maga
meeting many of his students. Soke started the seminar with Gosoku
group from Bologna. The event was one of the best organized that we
Ryu Katas the first night followed by waza techniques the following
have attended and credit goes to the Molinella group under the direcmorning. Soke also opened up the class for a public self defense class
tion of Hanshi Pajello and Shihan Monia Atti. The groups were able to
seminar on the second day. On the third and final day, we held one
share most of their meals together and it was like a large European
more intense class of waza techniques and finished with some takefamily reunion. We thank the host group for doing such a fantastic job.
down techniques that was enjoyed by everyone. After the last seminar,
Grazie and Osu !
Sensei Scott graciously coordinated a great potluck and BBQ for all
IKA JAPAN TRIP FINALIZED !
where we were able to close out the productive, educational, and enjoyable weekend with great company.
The IKA is anxiously awaiting the upcoming trip to Japan with Soke
Kubota starting at the end of March. It has been 18 years since Soke has I would like to thank Sensei Scott and his family for their generosity,
organized a trip to Japan and we are all looking forward to going as it
hospitality, and for hosting and coordinating such a great seminar. The
will be a once in a lifetime experience. Soke will be joined by several of seminar could not have gone any smoother thanks to Sensei Scott hard
the USA based IKA dojos.
work, attention to detail, and impeccable planning to ensure everything
was on schedule. I would also like to thank sensei Stuart and sensei
James for all their help and showing us a good time.
Osu! - Duk”
NEW IKA VIDEO ON YOU TUBE

SOKE’S TRIP TO NEW ZEALAND A SUCCESS
On the weekend of January 14th, Soke and Sensei Kyungduk Kim went
to New Zealand to teach seminars…. Here is a recap of the trip from
Sensei Kim:

Check out the new IKA video on You Tube courtesy of Hanshi Val
Mijailovic.
https://t.co/ooURwqZLG5
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Soke With IKA New Zealand—January 2017

The opposite of relaxation is tension. When our muscles are tense, any
movement we want to make has to first overcome our own body tension
to be able to move. I know many first time karate tournament competitors mention that it felt like their feet were in sand and that their arms felt
like lead. If we are able to release muscle tension, we become faster because we aren’t fighting our own body to move.

MASTERS FORUM
The Masters Forum is dedicated to increasing the knowledge base of the
IKA Family. Each month we will try to cover a new
topic on a multitude of facets of the art, dealing with all levels of expertise.
This month Kyoshi Kuratomi has written an article on:
“Learning Relaxation To Take Your Karate To The Next Level”

If we are able to remove tension before we move our punches, kicks, and
blocks move faster. A bullet is small but powerful. It gets its power from
speed. Our bodies are the same. More speed means more generated energy, which translates to more power. More energy can be created by a
mass (your body) moving faster.

Want to be faster? Relax.
Want to be stronger? Relax.
Want to have faster reflexes? Relax.
Want to think more clearly? Relax.
It seems all so counter intuitive. In general, if we want to be faster, we try
hard to move quicker.

If we relax our minds, we can react quicker to our opponent’s movement.

We can anticipate action and we can react reflexively without conscious
thought. Mental tension puts constraints on our mind and prevents our
If we want to make our moves stronger, we tense our muscles more in an mind from effectively controlling our body. Learning how to relax the
effort to give our moves more power.
mind is easier said than done. One method to build this ability is through
regular meditation. The practice of meditation is the practice of emptying
If we want to react quicker, we try to make our reflexes faster by keeping the mind of thought which can only be done with regular practice. The
our body on a hair trigger, super tense, ready to fire off a block punch or mind is a very busy place !
kick on command.
When we move, we still have to utilize muscle tension to move, but if we
If we want to really concentrate we have a tendency to tense up and try
learn to isolate the muscles necessary for the intended movement, we can
to focus more intently.
move faster and more efficiently as only the muscles needed for movement are burning energy and using oxygen. All too often, a beginner will
The true way to accomplish all these things is to do the exact oppotense the entire body regardless of what movement he/she is trying to do.
site…… Relax…..!!
Please address all e-mail regarding affiliation, membership, tournaments, seminars, karate and police training to: Soke@IKAKarate.com
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Soke with the Hosts of the Italy Seminar, Hanshi Pajello and Shihan Atti
Masters Forum (cont.)

Soke Teaching Kubotan in Italy to Krav Maga Students

This is one reason why black belts don’t tire as fast as white belts when
doing the same movement. It isn’t necessarily superior conditioning but
rather better muscle and mind control.
So next time you want to kick your karate up a notch, relax…….
NEWEST IKA BRANCH IN GREECE
We would like to welcome our newest member school, IKA Greece located in Athens. Sensei Haralampos Argyriou is the head instructor. We
had the pleasure of meeting with him and his associate instructor Chrissa
Katrini in Italy. Welcome to the family IKA Greece !

Soke Awarding Trophy To Chuck Norris—1965
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Soke with Sensei Kim and the Hosts of The New Zealand Seminar (left to right: Sensei James Hogan, Sensei
Kim, Soke, Host Sensei Scott MacKenzie, Sensei Stewart Vartan
IKA Calendar of Events

"Karate may be considered as the conflict within oneself or as a life-long marathon which can be won only
through self-discipline, hard training and one's own
creative efforts."

March 29- April 6th – Japan Trip with Soke and IKA
August 6th, 2017—Nikkei Games Karate Tournament

- Shoshin Nagamine—Master Okinawan Matsubayashi
Ryu

September 23, 2017—Soke’s Birthday Dinner—Glendale

We welcome any contributions you may have that you
wish to have published subject to approval by Soke. Submit the articles to Soke in writing or e-mail them to him
at:
Soke@IKAKarate.com
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CURRENT IKA HEADQUARTERS INSTRUCTORS

List of IKA Headquarters Staff and Instructors
President and Founder
Vice-President
Legal Advisor
Directors

The average training time for the Hanshi/Kyoshi/Shihan
(Master) level instructor is 30-40+ years of training and
teaching and have a minimum required rank. Each instructor not only teaches but trains as well in order to maintain
his/her status. Title is not automatically bestowed with
rank. Soke also has several other master level instructors
in Kubojitsu , Kobudo and IPT (International Police Training). Shihan Dai is a Deputy Master level instructor with an
average of 20-30 years of training and teaching. Titles are
reserved only for instructors that are ACTIVELY teaching
at IKA Headquarters. Dan ranks are retained but titles can
be changed as Soke sees fit.

Soke Takayuki Kubota
Thea Kubota
Paul McCaul, JD
Val Mijailovic
Rod Kuratomi
Ted Bratakos
Barron Yanaga, JD, CPA
Judy Rao, RN
Cheryl Kuratomi
Ali Farazdaghi
Sara Kubota
Dr. Ashok Rao, MD
Dr. T. Hirano, DOM
Dr. Alex Tavitian, DDS
Judy Rao, RN
Brian McEvoy
Ali Farazdaghi
Lee Fisher
Marcial Soto, Duk Kim

Technical Director
Chief Advisor
Hospitality Manager
General Secretary
Liason, Special Projects
Medical Advisors

Webmaster
IT Staff
Official Photographer
Art and Advertising
Soke Takayuki Kubota – 10th dan
Paul McCaul
Val Mijailovic
Boban Petkovic
Ted Bratakos
Rod Kuratomi
Tatsuo Hirano
George Sinani
Antonio Antonetti
Danny Kahan
Sami Asmar
Victor Chico
Demetrio Munoz
Marcial Soto
Stuart Richman
Pierre Piponian
Sony Zivonovic
Alfonso Espinosa
Judy Rao
Patrick Reddy
Roy Simmons
Anthony Boosalis
Cheryl Kuratomi
Lee Fisher
Martyn Romero
Randy Blue
Simeon Waldron
William Monterroso
Barron Yanaga

8th dan
8th dan
8th dan
7th dan
7th dan
7th dan
7th dan
7th dan
5th dan
5th dan
5th dan
5th dan
5th dan
5th dan
5th dan
5th dan
4th dan
3rd dan
3rd dan
3rd dan
2nd dan
2nd dan
2nd dan
1st dan
1st dan
1st dan
1st dan
1st dan

Hanshi
Hanshi
Hanshi
Kyoshi
Kyoshi
Kyoshi
Kyoshi
Kyoshi
Shihan
Shihan
Shihan
Shihan
Shihan
Sensei
Sensei
Sensei
Shihan Dai
Sensei
Sensei
Sensei
Sensei
Sensei
Sensei
Sensei
Sensei
Sensei
Sensei
Sensei
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DOJO RULES

USE OF IKA NAME AND TRADEMARKS
It has come to Soke Kubota’s attention that some organizations
around the world may be using IKA’s name and trademarks without
permission. The name ”International Karate Association, Inc.” (IKA)
and its registered trademarks may be used by affiliated organizations
only after first receiving Soke’s written permission. In addition,
Soke’s hand written signature or the red Japanese signature stamp
must not be used without his expressed permission. The red stamp
is like a legal signature in Japan and is a symbol of authenticity. It
should not be used by anybody except for Soke or for purposes that
he authorizes. The “International Karate Association” name must
not be used by itself to represent your organization. There is only
one International Karate Association, Inc. and it is at Headquarters
in Glendale, California, USA. After receiving approval from Soke,
you may use the IKA name, but it must be attached with another
description to differentiate it from the IKA Headquarters. For example, if you are from the state of Nebraska, you could use the
name, “International Karate Association of Nebraska” or something
similar. The use of the trademark is contingent on maintaining membership in good standing which includes payment of annual membership fees.

Each seek perfection of character.

Develop morals, ethics and distinguishable attributes.
Each be faithful.

Be loyal and devoted to a person, cause, or idea.
Each endeavor

Have conscientious or concerted effort toward an end
with an earnest attempt.
Each respect others

To feel or show deferential value, honor, appreciation and
regard for another.
Each refrain from violent behavior.

To hold oneself back from responding with inappropriate
anger and physical force.

COMMUNICATIONS PROTOCOL
Please note that proper protocol (Reigi) requires that information
matters directly relating to IKA Headquarters, IKA tournaments,
karate training and seminars must be communicated to Soke Kubota
first before contacting other members within the organization. It is
improper for Soke to be the last person to be informed of matters
that directly involve him and IKA Headquarters such as, for example, your intention to attend his tournament or invitations to tournaments that are addressed directly to a Headquarters student without Soke’s knowledge. It is proper respect in both of these cases to
inform Soke first or at the same time that the student is contacted.
Thank you for your consideration in these matters.
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